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FOOTPATH FROM LOS CANARIOS TO PUNTALARGA BEACH

Distance: 3,54km.                                          

Accumulated descending level: 695 mt.

Total leight: 2.15h (one way).

Starting Point : Los Canarios (715mt)        
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23. FUENCALIENTE,HOTEL,FARO FUENCALIENTE

Characteristics: The path from the town through the main 
urban centers of Los Canarios and Los Quemados descending 
towards the southwest coast of the island where you can see 
areas of a rich variety of landscapes. The route is of a medium-
low difficulty although it is advisable to carry hiking stick . In 
addition, it is advisable to wear comfortable clothing, a cap, 
sunscreen, water and food.

Description of the path.
Los Canarios. Main town of the municipality where the trail 
begins. We start the road from the tourist office (Plaza Minerva). 
We turn left and go to Bodegas Teneguía where we pass very 
close and continue downhill through the pine forest and 
vineyards. From an altitude of 400 meters, you can appreciate the 
contrast of colors. Pines, volcanic soils and the sea

Los Quemados. Small neighborhood with small houses of typical 
Canarian architecture. The route from here descends by road until it 
reaches the last houses where a dirt track begins to a "lonely" 
Canarian palm tree in the place.

Panoramic views. From the palm tree, there are stunning views of 
the southwest and west coast of the island. The route runs along an 
old cliff until it reaches the banana plantation area, the main 
economic source of La Palma.

Puntalarga Beach. We arrive at the end of the route where we can 
eat a good fish dish or take a dip in Puntalarga Beach. We return with 
bus line 23 or by taxi

Taxi Service of Fuencaliente: +34639-357-989/+34629-077-116/
+34664477-303/+34685-791-647/+34686-553-792

In case of emergency:

Let's respect the natural environment, please!
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